
Abstract

Cold and dense samples of naphthalene (C10H8) are produced using
buffer gas cooling in combination with rapid, high flow molecule injection.
The observed naphthalene density is n ≈ 1011 cm−3 over a volume of a
few cm3 at a temperature of 6 K. We observe naphthalene-naphthalene
collisions through two-body loss of naphthalene with a loss cross section
of σN−N = 1.4×10−14 cm2. Analysis is presented that indicates that this
combination of techniques will be applicable to many comparably sized
molecules. This technique can also be combined with cryogenic beam
methods1 to produce cold, high flux, continuous molecular beams.
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1 Introduction

Driven by a variety of new science, including cold chemistry and dipolar quan-
tum gases, several methods are now being pursued to produce cold and ultracold
samples of molecules. The cold molecules in these studies are generally diatomic
but also include few-atom molecules such as ND3.2 Extending this work to the
cooling of larger molecules is of high interest, as reviewed by Meijer et. al.3 and
references therein. For example, chemical reaction rates at low temperatures
are of great current interest, and extending these studies to important large
molecules is essential. Similarly, ultraprecise spectroscopy applications could
make use of new continuous cryogenic molecular beams. Finally, there is great
interest in field mediated chemistry, and a general source of high density, highly
polarizable ground state molecules is an excellent testbed for observing field
mediated chemical reactions.

In previous work with buffer gas cooling, cold, guided beams of molecules
as large as trifluoromethane (CF3H) have been produced.4.1 In related work,
a beam of slow (11 m s−1), but rotationally and vibrationally warm (300 K),
PerfluoroC60 (mass > 6000 amu) was produced by filtering slow molecules from
a warm sample.5 However, the only demonstrated technique for producing sam-
ples of cold molecules with atom number higher than five is the seeded super-
sonic jet. Seeded supersonic beams have a rich history and have found great
utility in spectroscopic studies,6 as sources for molecular trapping experiments,3

and in cold chemistry experiments using the CRESU technique.7 They are lim-
ited, however, because although they produce translationally and rotationally
cold molecules, these molecules are moving at very high velocity (300 m s−1

or higher). Furthermore, the beam evolves spatially with a rapidly decreasing
density as the molecules move away from the beam orifice.

New cold beam methods (some mentioned just above) are part of a renais-
sance in molecular beams. Part of this renaissance is the use of electric and
magnetic fields to manipulate and decelerate polar and magnetic molecules. In
many cases, these methods are applied to molecules in metastable states, such
as low-field seeking electric dipole states. Extending these slowing and trapping
methods to larger molecules is inherently problematic because, unlike diatomics
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and few-atom molecules, polyatomic molecules effectively have only high field
seeking states due to their small rotational splittings. This nearly eliminates
low-field seeking electric guides and decelerators from applicability. To overcome
these constraints, ingenious techniques have been fielded to align8,9 separate,10

and decelerate3 larger molecules. Great progress has been made manipulating
these molecules, but producing samples of very large, cold molecules at rest in
the laboratory frame has remained elusive.

Here we report on the creation of gas-phase naphthalene at 6 K, created
through a novel rapid helium gas cooling method. Our findings answer an
important question about cluster formation in these cold buffer-gas systems.
Specifically, prior to this work, it was an open question whether larger molecules
in a cryogenic helium gas would rapidly accumulate a layer of bound helium
atoms or instead remain “naked”. In the latter case the naphthalene would
cool to the helium temperature but remaining free of adsorbed helium atoms.
It is easy to see why clustering could be expected – the high binding energy
of a helium atom to the molecule, in combination with the rich vibrational
mode structure of larger molecules and the low temperature of the helium gas,
could lead to the creation of long lived excited molecule-helium dimers, which
would initiate clustering. The creation of 6 K naphthalene described in this
work demonstrates that this is not the case, and thus greatly increases the
potential scope of buffer gas cooling as a production method for cold, gas phase
molecules. To our knowledge, this work represents the first observation of cold
(< 10 K), larger (> 5 atoms) molecules that are moving slowly in the laboratory
rest frame. As we will describe in detail, in addition to cooling naphthalene
and placing limits on the He-naphthalene clustering rate, we were also able
to observe the loss of naked naphthalene due to cluster initiation from two
body naphthalene-naphthalene collisions. Our studies offer evidence that rapid
clustering in a cryogenic gas depends critically on the vibrational properties of
the cluster constituents. A simple model suggests that our cooling methodology
will be applicable to a wide variety of molecules of size comparable to (or smaller
than) naphthalene.

1.1 Apparatus

A cold mixture of naphthalene (C10H8, denoted N in this paper) and helium is
produced by injecting a hot (300 K) mixture into a cold cell tube via a short
(1 cm), thermally isolating transition tube. Our apparatus, shown in figure 1,
is a qualitative change from the cooling system described in.1 In that work,
cold beams of potassium and ammonia were produced by cooling entrained
mixtures with neon buffer gas and flowing the mixture through an aperture into
vacuum. In this work, the beam aperture was replaced by a pumping line. The
lower oven temperature and design improvements allow us to use a significantly
shorter transition tube in comparison with earlier work, reducing input losses
and allowing us to run with substantially lower buffer gas flows, leading to lower
in-cell helium densities. These crucial changes allowed for the success of these
experiments.
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Figure 1: A mixture of helium buffer gas and naphthalene flows down a tube
from 300 K, where the naphthalene has significant vapor pressure, to a cryogenic
cell anchored to a liquid helium bath. Considerable care is taken to keep the
transition region as short as possible while maintaining an adequate thermal
disconnect. This is achieved by an Ultemr tube, length 10 mm, wall thickness
0.5 mm, between the 300 K input tube and the cold cell tube. The cell tube is
thermally anchored to the helium bath of a small cryostat; it is then connnected
via a second Ultemr tube to a 2 cm diameter pumping line. The total heat
load on the helium bath with no buffer gas flowing is ≈ 500 mW, probably
dominated by blackbody from the 300 K pumpout line; with a typical flow of
100 sccm of helium, this heat load increases to ≈ 900 mW. The helium pressure
is 2 Torr at the tube input and 150 mTorr at the tube output.

The mixture begins to cool as soon as it enters the cold cell tube. Any
molecule which diffuses to a cold wall sticks and is lost from the gas. A species A
entrained in the buffer gas will cool with little loss as long as the elastic scattering
cross section σA−He > σHe−He. Although the low temperature cross section
σN−He is not known, the success of this experiment indicates that this criteria
appears to be met for naphthalene, in agreement with the basic expectation
that a naphthalene molecule is physically larger than a helium atom. As the
mixture enters the cell and thermalizes, the phase space density of naphthalene
increases by more than 5 orders of magnitude. This is due to the combination
of rotational cooling, translational cooling, and physical compression that takes
place within the cold cell. References1 and11 contain detailed descriptions of
the dynamics of this system
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Cold naphthalene is detected using laser induced fluorescence, excited by a
pulsed laser (10 Hz, 2 µJ, 308.0 nm) that is fired along the tube axis. The laser
can be tuned across the strong 81

0 transition or the weaker 80
0 origin transition

of neutral naphthalene. Fluorescence is collected through quartz windows by
PMTs on each side of the cell. One PMT collects light from the upstream half
of the cell, while the other only collects from the downstream half; comparison
of these two spectra allows for direct measurements of loss and cooling as the
gas mixture passes through the cell.

2 Results
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Figure 2: Laser induced fluorescence from cold naphthalene (n ≈ 2 × 1011

cm−3, T = 6.2 K). Fluorescence was collected by the photomultiplier observing
only the downstream (colder) half of the flow tube. The naphthalene observed
here has cooled from 300 K to 6 K with minimal (< factor 5) loss to the cell
walls. A curve fit to T = 6.2 K is shown.

A typical LIF spectrum of cold naphthalene (n = 2× 1011 cm−3, Tcell = 6.2
K) is shown in figure 2, along with a theoretical curve fit to 6.2 K ± 1.5 K. The
absolute density of the naphthalene is calibrated as follows: under certain, set
conditions, it is found that naphthalene loss from one end of the cell tube to
the other is small. The cell tube is longer than the transition tube, and so the
assumption is made that loss in the transition tube is also small. This allows us
to estimate the cold density from the known input density, and the fluorescence
is calibrated using this value. This calibration is checked to be consistent with
a second calibration made at room temperature. In this case, the naphthalene
density is known because naphthalene will not accumulate on the walls at 300
K. The helium density is calculated from the pressure, which is bounded by the
measured pressures at the input and output of the flow tube.
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We are thus able to determine the density of naphthalene and helium sep-
arately, through calibrated LIF and direct pressure measurement, respectively.
We find that under typical conditions, the cell contains helium at a density of
nHe = 4 × 1017 cm−3 and naphthalene at a density of nN = 5 × 1011 cm−3,
at a temperature of T = 6.2 K. Uncertainties in our understanding of naphtha-
lene loss mechanisms and of the helium pressure within the cold cell tube limit
the certainty of the absolute naphthalene density measurement to an order of
magnitude. The cold naphthalene is entrained in the moving helium flow, with
flow velocity is vflow ≈ 1.5 m s−1, compared to a microscopic thermal velocity
c =

√
2kbT/m = 30 m s−1 and typical seeded supersonic beam velocities of >

300 m s−1. Figure 2 therefore represents nN molecules which are effectively at
rest in the lab frame.

2.1 Loss mechanisms and experimental results

We are able to study the effects of naphthalene collisions by measuring the
loss of naphthalene as it is transported through the flow tube at low velocity.
Under typical running conditions, a substantial order of unity fraction of the
naphthalene disappears as it is swept from the first half of the tube (upstream
signal) into the second half (downstream signal). Figure 3 shows these signals
as a function of naphthalene input flux. The loss rate rises with increasing
naphthalene flux; at high input fluxes, increasing the naphthalene input actually
results in a smaller downstream signal. As will be explained in detail below,
this trend strongly suggests that the cold naphthalene is being consumed at low
temperatures by reactions of the form

N +N ⇒ N · N
or

N +Nn ⇒ Nn+1

2.2 N·He and N · N dimerization

Two key mechanisms for nN loss are N -He and N -N dimerization. The binding
energy of a helium atom to N (EHe−N ) of 77 cm−1 12 is much higher than the
6 K (4.2 cm−1) cell temperature. In complete thermal equilibrium, the fraction
of naphthalene calculated to be naked (as opposed to dressed with one or more
helium atoms) is only 10−4 (see figure 4).

We undertook a careful spectroscopic search and observed no N·He com-
plexes in our system. Furthermore, two independent observations confirm that
the naphthalene we are observing is naked. The spectroscopy of these dimers
(N·He .. N·Hen, for n = 1..15), is known both experimentally13 and stud-
ied theoretically.12 The center of the 80

0 line in N -He was measured in refer-
ence13 to be shifted by 1.6 cm−1 to the blue (from naked N ). We recorded
spectra on the origin transition and observed no peak for N·He, putting an up-
per bound of 10−2 on the [N·He]/[N ] fraction. Furthermore, when the helium
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Figure 3: Densities and temperatures of cold naphthalene under various condi-
tions. Most of the cold naphthalene is lost as it is swept from the tube input
(‘upstream’, subplot A) to the tube center (‘downstream’, subplot B) Loss in
the tube (subplot C) clearly rises with increasing naphthalene input flux. The
fownstream temperature (subplot D) is in reasonable thermodynamic equilib-
rium with the cold (≈ 6.5 K) cell for all but the highest helium flow rates.

buffer gas is replaced with neon (which binds even more strongly to naphthalene,
ENe−N = 215cm−1 14), no change in the spectrum is observed. The expected
shift of the 81

0 line for adsorbed neon is about 8 cm−1 and would also be easily
observable.15 Due to technical constraints, experiments with neon were car-
ried out at T ≈ 25 K. We conclude that although we are in translational and
rotational equilibrium (in both the neon and helium buffer gases), we are evi-
dently collision rate limited in regards to N·He cluster formation. This allows
us to determine a bound on the three body formation rate of these molecules of
RN−He−He < 5× 10−35cm6s−1

2.2.1 N -He collisions

Conservation of energy and momentum precludes the reaction N + He ⇒N·He
from proceeding without the involvement of a third body.

Thus, the reaction must proceed either via a direct three body collision,
N + He + He ⇒ HeN + He
or via the Lindemann mechanism,16 where the reaction proceeds in two
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Figure 4: The fraction of naked naphthalene expected in thermodynamic equi-
librium as a function of temperature for a helium density of nHe = 4 × 1017

cm−3 (blue curve). The vertical line shows our experimental cell temperature
of T = 6.2 K, and the green line shows the experimental dimer fraction lower
bound. No N ·He dimers were observed.

steps, each a two body collision:
He + N ⇒ HeN*
HeN* + He ⇒ HeN + He
Where HeN* represents a quasibound complex. We consider the Lindemann

mechanism first. If the complex HeN* lives long enough to collide with a second
helium atom before it dissociates, it is possible that one of the helium atoms
will remain bound to the molecule, with the second helium atom carrying away
the requisite energy and momentum to drive the reaction to completion. The
effective three body recombination rate is therefore expected to be proportional
to the lifetime of the HeN* complex. This lifetime is expected, in turn, to
be a strong function of the number of internal degrees of freedom available for
excitation in the system.

The lowest vibrationally excited level of naphthalene is 176 cm−1 above
the origin, substantially above the maximum energy EHe−n + O(kbT ) ≈ 90
cm−1 available in the collision. From the point of view of naphthalene-helium
collisions, the naphthalene molecule is therefore no different from a (slightly
larger) atom, and the three body recombination rate should be comparable to
that seen in atoms. Conservation of angular momentum during the collision is
thought to prevent rotational degrees of freedom from playing a significant role
in these processes; for further discussion see reference.11

Our model suggests that it is the lowest vibrational mode vmin and the
helium binding energy EHe−X , that are relevant when estimating Lindemann
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mechanism three body rates. For example, C60 is a large but exceptionally stiff
molecule (vmin = 232 cm−1), while the amino acid tryptophan (C11H12N2O2) is
not much larger than naphthalene, but contains low frequency torsional modes
(vmin = 46 cm−1).17 Our model would therefore suggest that C60 could be
cooled using this technique, but tryptophan could not. Other “stiff”, and there-
fore coolable, candidates include the polar molecules benzonitrile (vmin = 147
cm−1) and azulene (vmin = 167 cm−1). The binding energy EHe−X is also vari-
able, but far less so, because the helium atom interacts only with nearby atoms.
For example, helium binds to an infinite graphene sheet18 with an energy of ≈
100 cm−1.

for planar molecules, the binding would be expected to always be less than or
comparable to the 100 cm−1 binding of helium to an infinite graphene sheet.18

These conclusions are based on the Lindemann model of dimerization. We
now turn to direct three body recombination processes that produce N·Hen

clusters. In general, this mechanism in van der Waals complexes are poorly
understood. In particular, for neutral particles these reactions have been ob-
served only in the relatively uncontrolled conditions of a seeded supersonic jet.
Simulations of these jets11 suggest that the N -He-He rate is on the order of
RN−He−He = 3 × 10−35cm6s−1. We can compare this rate constant to other
systems. For example, the strong chemical oxygen reaction O + O + O ⇒ O2

+ O) at 300 K has a much higher rate constant of ≈ 10−33cm6s−1.
The group of Kaneko et al19 have observed the formation of rare gas ion -

helium clusters (for example, Ar+·Hen), in cold helium gas (nHe = 8 × 1016

cm−3 T = 4.4K), via the Lindemann mechanism. They conclude that the net
reaction Ar+Hen + He + He ⇒ Ar+Hen+1 + He is suppressed in small clusters
due to the short lifetime of the intermediate state Ne+Hen+1*. This is one of
the few studies of three body recombination processes done at low temperature,
but the 170 cm−1 binding energy of Ar+·He and the lack of vibrational modes
in this atomic system makes the applicability to the N -He system questionable.

In our study, we observe no helium dimers even at our lowest temperatures
(T = 6 K nHe = 4×1017cm−3), putting an experimental upper bound on the rate
at RN−He−He < 5 × 10−35cm6s−1, consistent with the results of experiments
in supersonic jets.

2.2.2 N -N collisions

Unlike N·He collisions, the binding energy of EN−N , 1008 cm−1,20 is much
larger than a typical naphthalene vibrational mode spacing of ∼ 300 cm−1. In
addition, the N2 dimer has a rich internal vibrational spectrum,21 with a typical
mode spacing for the complex of ∼ 20 cm−1. This suggests that the N + N +
He → N2 + He reaction is likely to proceed via effective two body processes:

N + N ⇒ N2*
N2* + He ⇒ N2* + He
We see strong evidence of this proposed two body loss from the cold sample.

We further observe that this loss does not depend helium density and thus
conclude that the lifetime of a N2* is substantially longer than the ∼ 10−8
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seconds between helium collisions. Although direct observation of the expected
N2 would be an ideal diagnostic of this process, The N2 dimer exhibits many
geometrically distinct isomers and has an extremely broad spectral signal. In the
future, detection of the N3 trimer, which has narrow lines, should be possible.

A simple model of loss initiatied by N-N dimerization neatly explains all
of our data on N loss. This model contains a single inelastic two body rate
constant k2, which characterizes all inelastic two body processes, and a single
one body loss rate k1 which characterizes one body diffusion to the cell wall. If
[N ] is the density of naphthalene and [M] is the density of all dimers Nn, this
model can be written

˙[N ] = −k2[N ]2 − k2[N ][M]− k1[N ]

˙[M] = k2[N ]2 − k2[M]2 − k1[M]

Although this model fits our data well, each reaction Nx +Ny ⇒ Nx+y must
proceed at a unique rate, and the diffusion cross sections of Nx in helium will
also vary. Nevertheless, the qualitative fit to the data, shown in figure 5, is good
over a wide range of naphthalene and helium input fluxes. This suggests that
under typical conditions, about 25% of the naphthalene input flux remains in
gas phase at the point in the flow where the mixture has thermalized with the
cold cell. The rest is lost, frozen on the cell and transition tube walls. This high
efficiency of cooling is very likely not unique, as it depends only on the general
cross section criteria σN−He > σHe−He outlined earlier in this paper.

3 Applications

3.1 Cold Beam Production

Our method for large molecule injection could be combined with buffer-gas beam
methods to produce cold, slow beams of large molecules. Earlier demonstrated
buffer gas cooled beams1 22 include high-flux beams of ND3 and atomic potas-
sium, produced by loading cold buffer gas cells using a similar methodology to
this work. In those experiments, the mixture of buffer gas and molecules is
sprayed out of the cell through a flat nozzle into a cryopumped vacuum so that
the species of interest can be separated from the buffer gas via optical, electric,
or magnetic fields. Replacing the pumping line described in this work with such
a nozzle should produce a continuous, cold, high flux (3 × 1014 molecule s−1)
beam of naphthalene, or any similar sized molecule, in high vacuum. The beam
would have a forward velocity of ≈ 150 m s−1, although related cold beam
techniques, demonstrated in,23 could produce a substantially slower (≈ 40 m
s−1) beam with a lower flux (1× 1013 molecule s−1). These techniques are ex-
tendable to larger polar molecules such as benzonitrile (C6H5CN, 4.2 Debye) or
azulene, a polar isomer of naphthalene (C10H8, 0.8 Debye).24 Such a beam of
larger polar molecules would make an attractive source for alternating gradient
decelerators such as those demonstrated by Meijer et. al.3
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Figure 5: The data from figure 3 (left hand plots) fit to a model that includes
both two body loss and diffusion to the cell walls before and during the cell tube
(right hand plots). This model has two free parameters, σN−N and σN−he.

This cooling method is also promising as a tool for investigating cold chem-
istry. There has been much recent interest in cold gas-phase chemical reactions,
including interest in chemistry in the interstellar medium,25 spin and orientation
mediated chemical reactions,26 and field mediated reactions. The high densities,
long interaction times (up to 50 ms in the current system), and generality of the
cooling technique demonstrated here allow for a large variety of experiments,
ranging from exploration of three body recombination to the possibility of field
mediated reactions of aligned polar molecules.

4 Conclusion

Cold naphthalene has been produced in a 6 K vapor cell by rapidly cooling
a warm mixture of helium and naphthalene. As the mixture cools, the phase
space density of the naphthalene increases by more than five orders of magni-
tude, producing naphthalene at a 2× 1011 cm−3 density, 6.2 K, and moving at
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a flow velocity of 1.5 m s−1. The samples remain in the cell for ≈ 50 msec, with
typical loss dominated by the naphthalene-naphthalene dimerization reaction.
The demonstrated technique could have potential applications to the study of
cold chemistry, novel beam sources, and measurements of low temperature re-
combination rates are presented.
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